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like soil then getting combinations
in every side it whips hemmed omitted lives
sometime it manifests horrible curtained bands
placed rank in restless moments
maked damp or continuous heavies
getting words nowadays upright around 
and languid
---
if the wave goes in various isthmi
in your hands it offers to you
it breaks up relieved from inequal forces 
forming long sips turning it wanders
it holds the reins but omitting errors
it was to me boast sometime
then I took the surprised advise away
she at hermitic unapt essences whirling
I'd like to elect them at the insolvable burning thunderbolts
to irradiate them at the thin wide muscles
to wrap up'em and bandage'em hanging hamulets
filthy just so if they move delays
I'd like to sprinkle with them if they go to sleep
---
between stars towards lines or swindler skies
the only whirl and not put
now damp to embank
taken out not at floating summers
or between slight drapes
turned bandages with doomed irides at elected hours
make it torrid the clear hanging swim it on the kiss
having to take it away doesn't move every velvet
not even victories at arid scents to limp
it was flabby weight hung towards removed shaped kneecaps
suspect pierced wet rustle in the curved armpit
---



various attempts I'll try to prove
they was big gestures kept hanging on
believing it now they useless turn to
cloudy curtains towards torrents
listening to them they arm cruel childish minds
they feign terrifying facts
and wandering they believe feeble needles sending smiles
I could consider them finished
well unaware so or very slow
they go round quickly preceding all
I make you prickly from useless wishes
removed layers well turned well pressed
at round borders sometimes or never
lines or banks
unique quick painted towards short smiles
or soft colors
at incandescent flying over ideas
either incarnate your torments
or steep grim so that they may jump sleeping
either tough wholesteeply
not all the winged totally witty talons
amongst animated vestribular checks
soft they are enough for rocking compressed moments
others confused later pale disconnected
maybe deluded in telluric noticed effects
made such illusions not moved from positions they
known by sips or unwanted traps
not taken away from immense passes never known
in ruins also beams even bent in velvety fleeces almost impossible
---
a sheet  is good for in the ground even covered in fair pomp
it moves so many veils although suspended they call
although sailor bow hems those grim all-beamed bridges 
found descended now among artificial valleys 
knocking against suspended mats they sweeten ivies 
among bramble bush or drastic moments
either sparse among sad usual edges or proud or drastic
either moderate smiles it wants to remove 
like miserable alone row lucid order
it wants the thunder exactly tightened put bent
it wants to tighten deaf silences to oil them never firmly to tear up them
and having to pour in the knot slow years towards unknown horizons
even brief sandy isthmi daring pour them reduced burning howling
where slow rituals we have to or to tighten them axial
or to extend'em to absolute temperatures
they do cross themselves cutting the nails off
hanging them on trestles I wish they never force spraid air
in such chasm that sheet will give with form various misdeeds
knowing it movable among arid fine dust overhelmed thick
it had boiling traps it had greedy ions hung on crystalline 
everything was steep stubborn until devastating it gave thundering rugged glares
---



and yet in the light you move forward subtile ink thread
and quick you dangle shivers at the dark sights never extended
now you find me embanking naked creeks
although they give at short dawn wishes expressed too
movable doors you should never stick them up your attitudes
using new leafs unseen too
cleaning them afterward at thin gratings run them through
even using them even sometime oil them equally
then wandering they'll give funeral rites even empty even pierced
dripping with will 
there they'll find themselves well tight to textes and eruptions
only dunking peat and ink over the only ancient rock
to spurt it only with the musky arid and enjoyed gas
so that stand out the crossroads of the paper 
or faint they drip among surly slipping idols
sometimes bristly they hem the last star of twinkling hermitage
quickly pulses erected hernia in damp doughes
now shine morning furies
they stop awaited in dominating purifying wings

---

what's to say what saw edenico
towards an only one unicum
a fact seen from the only given side
one but steep from the flux's beat
one of the huge appearance too
of tender freezing appearance clean soft of the role
huge cold steep due to the role
therefore hemmed it put countenances and it equally lied
it put silky and immediately the pale way hostile too
even that sometime it promised the mark's pot
one in the moment inside internal tumuli it placed following him
just hearing him and then doing moors of him if possible
from the top of the fact perhaps from the gloomy morning too
due to it was so from the saying
in this way quick said was
from the breath's verse so were offers of the gentle now
when it came as immediate bent
called in the moment without knowing it
but also as it came
without
---



shiver had me
even turned it saw me like this
from the side whose whisper
the aroused sinister
an anxious course
hidden or by lights
where languid they sleep
---

vast beggars forged similar from moans
unique from the want given fervid omens
on the only seen glimmer altough sinister
fatal signs in the measured a shudder
iridescent the awakes missing from the face
put one of the whispers already removed and put
from the tender blow it obtained
where alone it feeded movements and fragilities
assumed sordid and minimal it had to rummage
like already way or away from the neutral
until with its remains it gave speed
toward those mindful of the nothing seen
---

from the sadness it comes
from the rise day
fragile gesture
it had short waves
it took those from the mantle
having to it arrived feeble
when proud extreme
from the pregnant descending
from the leap the obstacle
infrequent docile and brave light-fingered
it put where it laid down
every hieratic kept slow
in every damp it quick gave
it tightened of the big groan
a lukewarm
another
an angular mild


